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Abstract
The electric power system (EPS) is a complex network that is monitored and controlled by a distributed
network of human-machine interfaced control (cyber) systems. These cyber systems are just as
vulnerable to sophisticated cyber-attacks as are traditional networked information systems; however, the
consequences of well-designed attacks that can actively change data can be much more severe for such
critical infrastructure. Recent results on false data injection (FDI) attacks on the EPS have revealed the
design of unobservable attacks within the context of specific (cyber) processing units, notably state
estimators (SE). However, very little is known about the consequences of sophisticated, well-designed,
and unobservable (within SE) FDI attacks on the electric power system as a whole. In this talk I will
present recent work identifying a class of limited resource FDI attacks designed to cause a specific
physical impact (line overflows) on the physical system while remaining unobservable to the cyber
monitoring system (assuming an non-linear measurement and estimation model). We propose to do so
via a bi-level optimization problem wherein the first level problem captures the attacker’s goal of causing
a line overflow subject to constraints on the attacker’s resources (size of sub-network to attack) and the
desire to be remain undetected (limit on load measurement changes). The second level problem captures
the response of the system to FDI attacks (within SE) via a DC optimal power flow. Such a bi-level
problem captures the sequential and modular aspect of computation in EPSs as a time-progression from
obtaining measurements, followed by state estimation, and culminating in computation of the optimal
power flow and redispatch while incorporating the attacker’s (limited) information about the system. I
will describe the results of our work for both cyber-only state-based and a cyber-physical topology-andstate-based FDI attacks.
This is joint work with Jingwen Liang, Jiazi Zhang, and Oliver Kosut.
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